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One of the things that "isn't" there is any conscious agreement by our Mothers or 
Fathers consenting to any of this.

The entire process is predicated on forcing unknowing women to sign away their 
children into lives of debt slavery, and doing it under color of law --- pretending 
that there is some mandate by their lawful government demanding this, while on 
the other side of their lying mouths, the miscreants responsible are claiming that 
this is all "voluntary".

It's not mandated by our government. It's not allowed by our government. It's 
against our Public Law and against the Geneva Conventions and against at least a
dozen United Nations Declarations.

Maybe someone should inform the Government of Westminster what their 
American Bar Association and United States Bar Association members are doing 
here?

Oh, wait, we did that twenty years ago....

Maybe someone should tell the Roman Catholic Church?

Oh, wait, we did that twenty years ago, too....

Maybe someone should complain to the U.S. President?

Ah, yes, well, did that more than twenty years ago....

It's racketeering, identity theft, and credit theft on a vast international scale, 
carried out by private, for-profit governmental services corporations and members
of the Bar Associations, and all supported by the treasonous and/or clueless 
Generals and Admirals of the U.S. Army and Navy and clerics of the Roman 
Catholic Church.

So let's look for some other missing elements.
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Does anyone have a peace treaty ending the Second World War with Hungary or 
Bulgaria? No? Curiously, they are both named as "enemies" in the Trading with 
the Enemy Act and are the only parties that could still be considered "Enemies".

Which means, baldly, that these animals have been knowingly preying upon their 
friends and Allies in gross breach of trust and violation of their commercial 
contract obligations--- exactly as our Final Civil Judgment of 2014 finds.

It means that this is the thanks that we get for saving Britain's butt in World War 
II, and the thanks we get for our religious tolerance of the Roman Catholic Church,
too.

So, Campers, are you inspired enough to sit down and write some nasty notes and
take action to clean up this mess? Peaceful actions of course. They've only killed 
us on paper so far, so it's time to return the favor and take out the entire 
B.E.A.S.T. System.
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